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SOME NOTES ON SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH RELATED TO 
LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING 
ON GROUNDING YOUR DRAFT LEGISLATION IN 'TRUTH LEARNED FROM 
FACTS I : 
Legislation can only seek to change the repetitive patterns of 
social behaviors ( institutions) . Using the problem-solving 
approach, you must employ facts at every step to show that your 
legislation does indeed address the causes of central role 
occupants' dysfunctional behaviors. Only if you succeed in doing 
that can you claim that, in drafting your law, you really have 
tried to ' learn truth from facts. ' 
First, you must use facts to show that the social problem 
actually exists, and to describe its nature and extent. While 
initially the social problem may be one of misallocated resources 
(eg overuse of underground water, or decline of foreign 
investment in mines, or unbalanced regional development and 
inflationary pressures), in order to draft legislation designed 
to alter the behaviors that comprise the social problen, you must 
focus your analysis on those behaviors, and who constitute the 
actors involved. This requires gathering relevant facts that 
show the nature and scope of central role occupants' 
dysfunctional behaviors, and the importance of doing something to 
alter them. 
Second, the ROCCIPI agenda identifies categories of possible 
factors that may cause the dysfunctional behaviors of central 
role occupants; you must show that, logically, your draft 
legislation addresses all the causes you identify. The validity 
of explanatory hypotheses suggested by considering the ROCCIPI 
categories, however, depends on the extent to which those 
hypotheses coincide with (1e do not contradict) avialable 
evidence, that is, facts. Your Memorandum of Law, or Research 
Report, must include as much evidence as you can find to show 
that your hypotheses do coincide with the available facts. You 
can then, with some confidence, claim that your draft bill 
logically addresses causes warranted by evidence. Thus, you will 
have done your best to base your draft on 'truth learned from 
facts. ' 
Third, you need facts to estimate the social cost benefits of the 
range of alternative solutions that, logically, might address the 
causes your warranted explantory hypotheses suggest. You need 
facts relating to the costs of implementation as well as the 
likely social impacts of your proposed bill. 
Finally,once passed and implemented, assessment of the 
consequences of the law will require further evidence as to the 
actual social costs and benefits. 
How can you, as drafters, capture the facts that alone can ensure 
that the behaviors your proposed bill addresses comprise a 
significant social problem; that your explanations do coincide 
with the available evidence; and that the likely social benefits 
do outweigh the likely social costs. In other words, can you 
really claim your draft bill does reflect 'truth learned from 
facts ' ? 
To warrant such a claim, you must gather and report the relevant 
facts in your Research Report (formerly called your Memorandum of 
Law). In particular in doing so, you must conscientiously search 
for facts that might prove inconsistent with your proposed 
explanations, that might falsify them; that is, you must try to 
find data that proves your explanations false. Only then can you 
claim, with any degree of certainty, that you have really tested 
your explanations against the facts. Logically, your explanatory 
hypotheses will tell you what facts will likely prove relevant 
for this purpose. In this sense, they provide you with a 'map' 
of the facts, i.e., the evidence, that you must try to find. 
METHODS OF GATHERING FACTS: 
For the most part, reading foreign law and experience relating to 
your bill will often help you to identify possible difficulties, 
explanations, and proposals for solution you have not considered 
in analyzing the Chinese social problem your bill seeks to 
address. Foreign law and experience may also suggest ways 
including the difficulties as well as the possibilities of 
gathering the necessary facts relating to those difficulties, 
explanations and proposals. While here in the US obviously you 
cannot include in your Research Report facts relating to the 
Chinese circumstances that you do not have, you can include a 
description of the kinds of facts needed and, if necessary, a 
research design for obtaining those which you do not believe 
readily available. As a minimum, you should learn to become an 
educated 'consumer' of others' research findings. Here we discuss 
three forms data, and three kinds of sources from which you can 
probably gather facts relating to the Chinese circumstances. 
1. Different forms of data. Three general forms of data-
collection exist: anecdotes, survey data and case studies. 
a. Anecdotes. Do not confuse anecdotes with data collected by 
surveys or systematically-structured case studies. Anecdotes 
constitute stories about particular places or individuals. In 
absence of other evidence, sometimes you can do no better. 
However, they hold great potential for misinformation. For 
example, suppose a village contains two rich peasants and eight 
poor peasants. Getting an anecdote about a single peasant may 
substantiate your hypothese about how all peasants behave. If, 
however, it turns out that with respect to the hypothesis, rich 
peasants behave differently from poor peasants, your ' facts' may 
lead to very erroneous conclusions. Anecdotes constitute the 
weakest and potentially the most misleading sorts of evidence. 
b. Survey data-. Data gathered by systematically structured 
surveys constitutes probably the strongest sort of evidence. 
Using statistical techniques based on the concept of a random 
sample, a survey cuts across the entire population, aiming to 
ensure that the sample actually tested represents a true cross 
section of the whole. That way (in our 10-house village) a 
random sample would include 2 / 10 of the sample as rich peasants, 
and 8/10, poor peasants. (In practice, by convention, 
statisticians consider a sample of less than 30 unreliable). Very 
few drafters know how or have the time to conduct a true survey. 
Better by half to contract it out, as we describe below. In 
practice, very little data included in legislative research 
reports consists of survey data done specifically for the 
legislation at i~sue -- it usually does not exist, and usually 
time does not permit conducting a new one. For purposes of 
evalu~tion of bills passed, however, adequately designed surveys 
may prove a useful way of assessing the social costs and 
benefits. 
c. Case studies. A case study constitutes an intensive study of a 
particular case -- for example, a case involving the liquidation 
of a particular foreign venture, or of a particular mine with 
foreign investment, or of a single city's experiment with a 
consumer protection law. A case study (or even a set of case 
studies) can serve as a powerful source of facts relating to 
possible dysfunctional behaviors (if it happened once, it might 
happen again), and discovering additional explanatory 
hypotheses. For that purpose, a case study constitutes a 
carefully-thought through anecdote. More important, however, a 
single c ase study may falsify an hypothesis formulated in 
universal terms ("foreign enterprises do not invest in China's 
mines because of high taxes"). A single case study that shows 
that a foreign investor did invest in China's mines shows that 
high taxes may be a deterrent, but in at least one case, other 
factors (for example, an unusually rich body of mineral ore) 
overrode tax considerations. That evidence frequently has great 
value in "learning from facts". Indeed, learning from case 
studies -- not survey data -- constitutes the typical mode of 
learning in social science. You may find this the most useful of 
the three sorts of evidence considered here. 
2. Modes of conducting research. We discuss here three ways of 
doing investigations into facts: Examining existing documents; 
conducting your own field investigations; and contracting out 
field investigations to other institutions. 
a. Examining existing documents: Research institutions, 
academics and practitioners may have written books, articles or 
documents describing information they have gathered relevant to 
your problem. You must review (and cite in footnotes) all the 
information you have found in relevant documents that 
substantiates or seems to disprove your tentative explanations 
(ie explanatory hypotheses ) . I f t hey tend to coincide with your 
argument, they tend to · p rove ' 1ts validity. If they ·s eem to 
contradict your argument, you must either a) prove the authors 
gathered t hem by i nadeq11 ate methods o r b) that the data 
constitute 'the except io n t hat proves the rule'; or c) you must 
revise your own e xplana to ry hypothesis ( and perhaps the theory 
from which you derived tt l so it adequately explains the new 
evidence. 
b. Conduct your own field investigation: On a limited scale, 
you may conduct field research on specific issues. If you do, 
you must make sure your sample is representative for the purpose 
of your study; and t hat you take into account the possible 
effects on the relevant social behaviors of differences in 
gender, age, and location ( urban vs. rural, mountains vs. plains, 
etc), and other objective fa ctors. Given China's large size and 
population, you need to remember that whatever investigations you 
try to make yourself, your time and resource limits will prevent 
them from considering the likely effects all the differences that 
may exist throughout the country. 
c. Commission others to undertake essential investigations in 
accord with terms of reference established by your ministry: 
Where an issue is important, (and your revised statement of the 
difficulty and your explanatory hypothesis and proposed draft 
bill suggest the need for new information not available in 
existing documents, and you do not have time or resources to 
gather it) your ministry may commission others to undertake the 
necessary investigations. Many ways exist for doing this: a) 
your ministry may hire personnel to undertake the study; b) your 
ministry may ask a research institute or university academics to 
undertake the study; c l your ministry may provide terms of 
reference and put out a request for bids from research 
institutions, university scholars or departments, or individuals, 
and give the contract to the bidder with the research design that 
seems most likely to provide the necessary information at a 
reasonable price. 
The third approach (c) may have the advantage that many people 
must compete to provide the most useful research design; even 
those who do not win the contract will have given some thought to 
how to best obtain the needed information, which may inspire them 
to gather useful, relevant information at a later date. 
WHAT TO PUT IN YOUR RESEARCH REPORT (MEMORANDUM OF LAW) NOW? 
If you have information here that you can add to _your Research 
Report to prove your explanations coincide with facts, be sure to 
include it. You should also include relevant information 
relating to foreign law and experience . 
If you do not have information about China's changing constraints 
and resources that may affect your role occup~nts ' behaviors, 
include in your Research Report the strategy -- one of the three 
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methods listed a bove, 
o btain it. 
·. J r ,, r omb1nation -- you plan to use to 
